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The Magna-Lock ferromagnetic locator provides top of the line magnetic locating, including our push-button “erase” feature and power 
line indicator, providing greater flexibility and enhanced performance.

When a disturbance, such as a metal fence, is confronted, simply press the “erase” button and it is electronically erased for continued 
searching without interference.  No need to reduce the sensitivity: Magna-Lock always returns to perfect magnetic balance when the 
“erase” button is pressed.

The power line indicator  feature visually indicates the presence of power lines during a normal magnetic search. Note: This feature is 
only an aid and not intended for locating buried power lines.

Sensitivity control adjusts smoothly providing the user with a full range of depth capabilities, equaling or surpassing competitive locators. 
Adjustment of the audio volume for the desired listening levels is achieved by turning the volume control knob from low background 
levels to full volume.  

MAGNA-LOCK™

Features:
➦ Push Button ERASE 

➦ Power Line Indicator

➦ Water Resistant Case

➦ Long Battery Life

➦ Easy To Operate

➦ Lightweight

➦ Quality Built - 5 Year Warranty

5 Year

Warranty
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ORDER P/N: 6500001
Includes soft-sided carry case and manual

Power:     Six AA 1-1/2 volt batteries
Battery life: 100 hours of intermittent operation 

(alkaline batteries)
Output: Powerful magnetic speaker with 
 waterproof Mylar cone
LCD Display: Numeric digital, analog 
 Bar-graph and low battery indicator 

feature
Weight: Approximately 3 lbs. (1.3kg) with 
 batteries
Operating 
Temperature:  0°F to 120°F (-18°C to 49°C)
Length: 42 inches (106.68 cm)
Construction:  High impact plastic, water resistant, 

light weight and epoxy painted.  
 Aluminum sensor tube waterproof to 

just under the plastic case.
Patent: United States #4,439,732
Nominal Sensor: 20 inches (50.8 cm)


